
ROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSEROYSTON DISC GOLF COURSE
9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 9 hole recreation course that takes a counter clockwise  tour of the wellness park  moving moderately in and out of the tree lines. 

Bathrooms/WaterBathrooms/Water Yes Benches nearby holes 
#3, #6 & #7

Tee pads stable grid  
w/ granite dust filler

stable grid  
w/ granite dust filler

Pay to Play No

Water hazards Water hazards No Scorecards Yes ALT Tees/Pins Yes Target Type DisCatcher Signs/Map Yes

Total Distance PAR
Long Tee LT 2788’ 30
Short Tee ST  1632’ 39

HOLE # DISTANCE PAR ALT TARGET
 DISTANCE

PAR HOLE DETAILSHOLE DETAILSHOLE DETAILSHOLE DETAILS

HOLE #1 LT 362’ 3 382’ 3 Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

ST 187’ 4 207’ 4
Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

Visible Target. Straight, down hill shot , open fairway  w/ trees 
around target. ALT  target is located  longer distance and to
right nestled just inside the tree line.    

HOLE #2 LT 470’ 4 392’ 3 Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

ST 263’ 5 188’ 4
Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

Barley Visible Target   *Longest hole. Open fairway shot 
slightly down hill and to the right,  target located in larger group
of trees, not easily seen from tee pad.  ALT  target is located 
 straight shot down fairway at a shorter distance surrounded 
by an island of trees.

HOLE #3 LT 408’ 3 363’ 3 Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

ST 219’ 4 217’ 4
Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

Visible Target. Open fairway target is located slightly to the
right nestled just inside the tree line. ALT shot to the left,  w/
reward/risk option thru island of trees. 

HOLE #4 LT 228’ 4 240’ 4 Visible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily wooded
ST 170’ 5 182’ 5

Visible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily woodedVisible Target Short technical hole,  heavily wooded

HOLE #5 LT 231’ 3 254’ 3 Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

ST 158’ 4 181’ 4
Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

Visible Target. Short hole with slight upward grade from tee
 pad  and narrow fairway flanked by dense tree lines, Can see
 top of target,  Target is in open grass area. ALT  located  to
 left outside tree line. 

HOLE #6 LT 295’ 3 N/A 3 Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.ST 109’ 4 N/A 4
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.
Visible Target. Slight upward grade on an open fairway, target 
is in tree line to to the left.

HOLE #7 LT 204’ 3 206’ 3 Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.ST 136’ 4 142’ 4
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.
Visible Target. *Shortest Hole - good birdie hole, wooded shot
 slight w/ slight upward grade.

HOLE #8 LT 360’ 4 374’ 3 Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

ST 165’ 5 174’ 4
Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

Target Not Visible. *Most Unique Hole.  Good bogie hole, 
open fairway  w/ dog leg right. Target located inside tree line
 and on a large and narrow dirt mound between trees.  Over
 shoot this one and it roles down the other side.

HOLE #9 LT 356’ 3 337’ 3 Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

ST 227’ 4 214’ 4
Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right,  

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 

Visible Target. Open fairway curving to the right, Open fairway 
shot w/ dog leg right. Mandatory that  the fight stays left of the 
landscape trees on right, 




